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Why use DPIs for protein drugs?

Does the dissolution behaviour change?

Is there a structural explanation?

What does this study show?
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No cooling

Increased storage life

Non-invasive

Sterility not necessary

Local target Systemic target

Small proteins

+ Peptides 
Larger proteins

+ Antibodies

Commercial ovalbumin

→Lyophilisate

Solubility (33% (NH₄)₂SO₄): 37.5 mg/mL

Spray dried ovalbumin

→ Two fluid nozzle

→ Ultrasonic nozzle

Solubility (33% (NH₄)₂SO₄): 28.3 mg/mL

➢ Solubility decreases
Mini Spray Dryer B-290

150°C inlet, 80-90°C outlet

Franz diffiusion cell

→Cellulose acetate 

membrane (0.45 µm)

→Receptor medium: 

7.9 mL mQ water 37°C
→Sample mass: 50 mg 

Hydrophobic core

Hydrophilic amino 

acids outside 

→Hydrophilic 

appearance

Hydrophobic amino 

acids face the 

outside?

→Less hydrophilic 

appearance

Poor epithelial

penetration 

XRPD

➢ Amorphous 

before and after 

spray drying

➢ No changes in 

the long-range 

structure

➢ Important to evaluate different aspects of protein

stability

➢ Dissolution behaviour was altered after spray

drying

➢ Decrease in solubility and dissolution velocity

➢ Structural change in the protein?

➢ No changes in tertiary structure or in the long-

range structure observable

→Search for a method to precisely characterize

and predict these changes continues
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amorphous crystalline

What does this study investigate?

➢ Does spray drying for DPI production influence the stability

of the model protein ovalbumin?

➢ Is there a negative influence on the dissolution behaviour

due to spray drying?

➢ What happens with the protein structure after spray drying?

➢ Dissolution velocity decreases

➢ No difference between the nozzles

Better epithelial

penetration 

Pulmonary 

delivery

n=3, error bars= SD

n=3, error bars= SD

n=1

Fluorescence 

emission assay 

detection of 

hydrophobic binding 

sites with ANS

➢ No change in 

tertiary structure

➢ No influence of 

the nozzle

no structural changes detected so far 


